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Introduction: The concept of generalized closed sets plays a significant role in General Topology and 
they are the research topics of many Topologists worldwide. In 1970, Levine [8] introduced the concept 
of generalized closed sets as a generalization of closed sets in topological spaces. In 1986, Maki 
continued the work of Levine and Dunham on generalized closed sets by introducing the notion of a 
generalized Λ set in a topological space. Erdal Ekici introduced a-open sets. Lellis Thivagar introduced a 
new research area in topology namely Nano Topology[4], which was introduced in terms of 
approximations and boundary region of a subset of an universe using an equivalence relation. He also 
introduced the weak form of nano open sets namely nano α-open sets, nano semi-open sets, nano pre-
open sets and nano generalized-closed sets. In this paper, we develop N Λa sets and N Λa-closed sets in 
nano topology and its properties are studied. Based on these sets, we introduce a new class of 
continuous function called nano NΛa-continuous function. As an application of N Λa-closed sets, NΛa-
connected spaces are studied. 
 

Preliminaries:  In this section, we discuss some basic definitions which will be useful for this paper.  

Definition 2.1 [2] Let U  be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R  be an 

equivalence relation on U  named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same 

equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair ),( RU  is said to be the 

approximation space and let UÍX .   

1. The lower approximation of X  with respect to R  is the set of all objects, which can be for certainly 

classified as X  with respect to R  and it is denoted by )(XLR . That is, 

},)(:)({=)( XxRxRXL xR ÍÈ ÎU
where )(xR  denotes the equivalence class determined by x .  

2. The upper approximation of X  with respect to R  is the set of all objects, which can be possibly 

classified as X  with respect to R  and it is denoted by )(XUR . That is, 

},)(:)({=)( Æ¹ÇÈ Î XxRxRXU xR U
 where )(xR  denotes the equivalence class determined by 

x .  

3. The boundary region of X  with respect to R  is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither 

as X  nor as not-X with respect to R  and is denoted by )(XBR . That is, 

)()(=)( XLXUXB RRR - .  
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Definition 2.2 [3] Let U  be an universe, R  be an equivalence relation on U and 

)}(),(),(,,{=)( XBXUXLX RRRR ft U  where UÍX . Then, )(XRt  satisfies the following axioms :  

1. U  and )(XRtfÎ .  

2. The union of the elements of any  subcollection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .      

3. The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

That is, )(XRt  forms a topology on U  called the nano topology on U  with respect to X . We call 

))(,( XRtU  as the nano topological space. The elements of )(XRt  are called nano-open sets and its 

complements are called nano closed sets.  
 

Definition 2.3 [3] If ))(,( XRtU  is a nano topological space with respect to X  where UÍX  and if 

UÍA , then the nano interior of A  is defined as the union of all nano-open subsets of A  and is 

denoted by )(AintN . That is, )(AintN  is the largest nano-open subset of A . 

The nano closure of A  is defined as the intersection of all nano closed sets containing A  and is 

denoted by )(AclN . That is, )(AclN  is the smallest nano closed set containing A .  

 

Definition 3.1 [3] A subset A  of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU  is called nano d -closed if 

)(= AclA dN  where }),(,))((:{=)( UNNUN ÎÎÆ¹ÇÎ xXUAUclintxAcl Rtd
 and UxÎ . The complement 

of nano d -closed set is called nano d -open set.  
 

aLN -Sets and aVN -Sets: This section introduces some new types of sets in nano topology such as 

aLN -sets and aVN -closed sets and several properties of such notions are derived. 

 

Definition 3.1 A subset A  of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU  is called a nano a -open set if A

)))((( Aintclint dNNNÍ ’ The set of all nano a -open and nano a -closed sets are denoted as 

))}(,( XaO RtUN and ))}(,( XaC RtUN  respectively.  

 

Definition 3.2 Let A  be a subset of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU . We define the following 

subsets )(AaLN  and )(AVaN  as follows:   

))}(,(,:{=)( XaOGGAGA Ra tUNN ÎÍÇL ))}(,(,:{=)( XaCHAHHAV Ra tUNN ÎÍÈ   

 

Lemma 3.3 Let A , B  and }:{ IiBi Î  be subsets of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU . Then the 

following properties hold:   

1.  )(AA aLÍN .  

2.  If ,BAÍ then )()( BA aa LÍL NN .  

3.  )(=))(( AA aaa LLL NNN .  

4.  If ))(,( XaOA RtUNÎ , then )(= AA aLN  5.  )(=)( iaIiiIia BB LÈÈL ÎÎ NN .  

6.  )()( iaIiiIia BB LÇÍÇL ÎÎ NN .  

7. 
c

a

c

a AVA ))((=)( NNL  and                
c

a

c

a AAV ))((=)( LNN .  
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Proof :   

1. Let )(Ax aLÏN . Then there exists a ))(,( XaOG RtUNÎ such that GAÍ  and GxÏ . Hence, 

AxÏ  and so )(AA aLÍN .  

2. Let )(Bx aLÏN . Then there exists a ))(,( XG RtUÎ ) such that GBÍ  and GxÏ . Since BAÍ

, we have GAÍ  and GxÏ  and hence )(Ax aLÏN .  

3. From (i), )).(()( AA aaa LLÍL NNN On the other hand, if ))(( Ax aa LLÎ NN , then for every 

nano a -open set G  we have GAa ÍL )(N  and GxÎ . By (i), GAA a ÍLÍ )(N , )(Ax aLÎN  

and so )())(( AA aaa LÍLL NN .  

4. It is obvious from the definition of )(AaLN   

5. Let }{= iIi BB ÎÈ , then, )()( BB aia LÍL NN , for each IiÎ  and hence

}):{(=)(}):)({( IiBBIiB iaaia ÎÈLLÍÎLÈ NNN . On the other hand, suppose 

}):)({ IiBx ia ÎLÈÏ N , then, )( ia Bx LÏN , for each IiÎ  and there exists a nano a -open set 

iG  such that ii GB Í  and iGxÏ , for each IiÎ . We have iIiiIi GB ÎÎ ÈÍÈ  and iIi GÎÈ  is a 

nano a -open set such that iIi Gx ÎÈÏ . Thus, }):{( IiBx ia ÎÈLÏN  and so (v).  

6. Assume that iBB Ç=  and iBBÍ , then )()( iaa BB LÍL NN , for all IiÎ  and hence 

)()( iaIiiIia BB LÇÍÇL ÎÎ NN .  

7. ( }:))(,(({=))( GAXaOGXA R

c

a ÍÎÈ-L tUNN

)).((=}:))(,(({= ccc

R

c AVAGXaCG NUN ÍÎÇ t  Similarly we can prove, )( c

a ALN  = 
c

a AV ))((N    

The following example shows that the equality need not be true in (vi) of lemma 3.2. That is, 

)()()( BABA aaa LÇL¹ÇL NN .Example 3.4  Let },,,{= dcbaU  with 

}}{},{},,{{=/ dbcaRU  and }.,{= baX Then }}.,,{},,{},{,,{=)( cbacabXR UÆt  If 

},{= baA  and },{= cbB . Then ).()(=},,{)( BAcbaBA aaa LÇL¹ÇL N   

 

Lemma 3.5  Let A , B  and }:{ IiBi Î  be subsets of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU . Then the 

following properties hold:   

1.  AAVa Í)(N .  

2.  If ,BAÍ  then )()( BVAV aa NN Í .  

3.  ).(=))(( AVAVV aaa NNN   

4.  If ))(,( XaCA RtUNÎ , then ).(= AVA aN  5. }):)({=}):{( IiBVIiBV iaia ÎÇÎÇ NN   

6.  }):)({(}):{( IiBVIiBV iaia ÎÈÊÎÈ NN   

Proof   The proof follows trivially from the lemma 3.3.   
 

Definition 3.6  A subset A  of a nano topological space is said to be a aLN -set (resp. aVN -set) if 

)(= AA aLN  resp. ))(=( AVA aN .  

Lemma 3.7  Let A  and }:{ IiAi Î  be subsets of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU . Then the 

following properties hold:   

1.  Æ  and U  are aLN -sets and aVN -sets.  

2.  If ))(,( XaOA RtUNÎ , then A  is a aLN -set.  
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3.  If iA  is a aLN -set for each IiÎ , then iIi AÎÈ  is aLN -set.  

4.  If iA  is a aL -set for each IiÎ , then iIi AÎÇ  is aLN -set.  

5.  If ))(,( XaCA RtUNÎ , then A  is aVN -set.  

6.  If iA  is a aVN -set for each IiÎ , then iIi AÎÈ  is aVN -set.  

7.  If iA  is a aVN -set for each IiÎ , then iIi AÎÇ  is aVN -set.  

8.  A  is a aLN -set if and only if 
cA  is is a aVN -set’  

Proof   Proof follows from lemma(3.3) and lemma(3.5)    

Remark 3.8  From the above lemma, we can observe that the collection of all aLN -sets is a topology.  

Definition 3.9  A subset A  of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU  is said to be aLN -closed if 

CTA Ç= , where T  is aLN -set and C  is nano a -closed set.  family of all aLN -closed sets of a 

nano topological space )(,( XRtU  is denoted by ))(,( XC Ra tUNL .  

Proposition 3.10  In a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU , every aLN -set is aLN -closed.  

Remark 3.11  The converse of the above proposition need not be true as shown in the following 
example.  

Example 3.12  Let },,,{= dcbaU  with }}{},,{},{{=/ dcbaRU  and }.,{= caX  Then 

}}.,,{},,{},{,,{=)( cbacabXR UÆt  Then },{ cb  is aLN -closed but not nano a -closed. Here the set 

},{ da  is aLN -closed but not aLN -set.  

 

Theorem 0.13 The following statements are equivalent for a subset A  of a nano topological space 

))(,( XRtU :   

1.  A  is aLN -closed.  

2.  )(= AaclTA NÇ , where T  is a aLN -set.  

3.  )()(= AaclAA a NN ÇL .  

Proof   )()( iii Þ : Suppose A  is aLN -closed. Then, CTA Ç= , where T  is aLN -set and C  is 

nano a -closed. Since CAÍ , CCaclAacl =)()( NN Í  and hence AAaclTCTA ÊÇÊÇ )(= N

. Thus, )(= AaclTA NÇ . 

)()( iiiii Þ : Suppose )(= AaclTA NÇ , where T  is aLN -set. Since TAÍ , by 

TTALemma aa =)()((3.2) LÍL NN  and so AAaclTAaclAA a =)()()( NNN ÇÍÇLÍ . Thus, 

)()(= AaclAA a NN ÇL . 

)()( iiii Þ : The proof follows from the fact that )(AaLN  is aLN -set and )(AaclN  is nano a -closed.    

 

Theorem 3.14  If iA  is aLN -closed for each IiÎ , then }):{ IiAi ÎÇ  is aL -closed.  Proof  Since iA  

is aLN -closed for each IiÎ , there exists a aLN -set iT  and a nano a -closed set iC  such that 

iii CTA Ç=  and }):{(}):{(=}:{=}:{ IiCIiTIiCTIiA iiiii ÎÇÇÎÇÎÇÇÎÇ . By 

Lemma(3.7), }):{ IiTi ÎÇ  is aLN -set and }:{ IiCi ÎÇ  is nano a -closed and hence }:{ IiAi ÎÇ  

is aLN -closed. 
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Definition 3.15  A subset A  of a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU  is said to be aLN -open if the 

complement of A  is aLN -closed. The family of all aLN -open sets of a nano topological space 

))(,( XRtU  is denoted by ))(,( XO Ra tUNL   

 

Theorem 3.16  The following statements are equivalent for a subset A  of a nano topological space 

:)(,( XRtU    

1.  A  is aLN -closed.  

2.  CTA È=  where T  is a aVN -set and C  is nano a -open set.  

3.  ),(= AaintTA NÈ  where T  is aVN -set. 4.  )()(= AaintAVA a NN Ç   

Proof  )()( iii Þ : Suppose A  is aLN -open, then CTAX Ç- = , where T  is aVN -set and C  is 

nano a -closed. Hence, )()(= CXTXA -È-  where )( TX -  is a aVN -set and )( CX -  is a nano 

a -open set which implies (ii). 

)()( iiiii Þ : Suppose CTA È= , where T  is aVN -set and C  is nano a -open. Since AC Í  and C  

is nano a -open, )()(= AaintCaintC NN Í  and hence, AAaintTCTA ÍÇÍÈ )(= N . Thus, 

)(= AintTA NÈ . 

)()( iviii Þ : Suppose )(= AaintTA NÈ , where T  is aVN -set. Since AT Í , )()( AVTV aa NN Í  

and so ).(AVT aNÍ  Hence, AAaintAVAaintTA a ÍÈÍÈ )()()(= NNN . Thus, 

)()(= AaintAVA a NN Ç . 

)()( iiv Þ : Suppose )()(= AaintAVA a NN Ç , Then

)()(=))(())((= AXaclAXAaintXAVXAX aa -Ç-L-Ç-- NNNN .Since )( AXa -LN  is aLN -set and )( AXacl -N  

is nano a -closed, )( AX - is aLN -closed and hence A  is aLN -open.    

 

Proposition 3.17  The following hold for a subset A  of a nano topological space :)(,( XRtU    

1.  Every nano a -open set is aLN -open.  

2.  Every aVN -set is aLN -open.  

Proof  (i) Let A  be a nano a -open set in a nano topological space ).(,( XRtU  Then )( AX -  is nano 

a -closed in U . By proposition AX -( ) is aLN -closed and hence A  is aLN -open. 

(ii)  Let A  be a aVN - set in )).(,( XRtU  Then, ÆÈAA =  and so A  is aLN -open. 

 

Theorem 3.18  If iA  is aLN -open. For each IiÎ , then }:{ IiAi ÎÈ  is aLN -open. 

Proof  Since iA  is aLN -open, for each IiÎ , iAX -  is closeda -LN  for each IiÎ . Then, 

}:{ IiAX i Î-Ç  is aLN -closed which implies }:{ IiAX i ÎÈ-  is aLN -closed and so 

}:{ IiAi ÎÈ  is aLN -open.    

 

Definition 3.19  Let )(,( XRtU  be a nano topological space and XAÍ . A point XxÎ  is called a 

aLN -cluster point of A  if for every aLN -open set U  of X  containing x  such that Æ¹ÇUA . The 

set of all aLN -cluster points of A  is called the aLN closure of A and is denoted by aLN cl(A).  

The proof of the following lemma is straight forward as lemma 3.2.  
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Lemma 3.20  Let A  and B  be subsets of a nano topological space )(,( XRtU  . Then the following 

properties hold:   

1.  aA LÍN cl(A).  

2.  FAFAcla ÍÈL :{=)(N  and F  is aLN closed}.  

3.  If BAÍ , then aLN cl(A) aLÍN cl(B).  

4.  A  is aLN closed if and only if aA LN= cl(A).  

5.  aLN cl(A) is aLN closed.  

 

aLN -Continuous Functions. 

Definition4.1 A function ))(,())(,(: YXf 'RR tt VU ®  is called aLN continuous if )(1 Vf -  is aLN -

open subset of ))(,( XRtU , for every nano open set V  of ))(,( Y'R
tV .  

 

Theorem 4.2  For a function ))(,())(,(: YXf 'RR tt VU ® , the following are equivalent:   

1.  f  is aLN -continuous.  

2.  )(1 Vf -  is aLN closed subset of ))(,( XRtU , for every nano closed set V  of )).(,( Y'R
tV   

3.  For each XxÎ  and for nano open set V  of ))(,( Y'R
tV  containing )(xf , there exists a aLN open 

set U  of ))(,( XRtU  containing x  such that VUf Í)( .  

4.  af LN( cl(A)) ))(( AfclNÍ  for each subset A  of ))(,( XRtU .  

Proof  )()( iii Û : Let V  be any nano closed subset of ))(,( Y'R
tV . Then VY -  is nano open in 

))(,( Y'R
tV . Since f  is aLN continuous, )(=)( 11 VfXVYf -- --  is aLN open in ))(,( XRtU  

and so )(1 Vf -  is aLN closed in ))(,( XRtU .We can similarly prove the converse. 

)()( iiii Û : Let XxÎ  and V  be any open set of ))(,( Y'R
tV  such that Vxf Î)( , then )(1 Vfx -Î  

and )(1 Vf -  is aLN -open in ))(,( XRtU . Let )(= 1 VfU -
,then UxÎ  and VUf Í)( . Conversely 

let V  be a nano open set in ))(,( Y'R
tV  and )(1 Vfx -Î , then Vxf Î)(  and there exists a aLN -

open set xU  in ))(,( XRtU  such that xUxÎ  and VUf x Í)( . Therefore, we have )(1 VfUx x

-ÍÎ  

and hence }:{=)(1

xx UxUVf ÎÈ-
. Therefore, )(1 Vf -  is aLN -open in ))(,( XRtU . 

)()( ivii Û : Let A  be any subset of ))(,( XRtU  and ))(( AfclN  is nano closed in ))(,( Y'R
tV , 

)))(((1 Afclf N
-

 is aLN -closed in )).(,( XRtU  Now )))((())(( 11 AfclfAffA N
-- ÍÍ  which 

implies )))(())))(((()))((( 1 AfclAfclffAfclf a NNNN ÍÍ-L -  which implies (iv). Conversely let V  be a 

nano closed subset of ))(,( Y'R
tV . Then, XVf Í- )(1

. By (iv), 

VVclVffclAfclf a =)()))((()))((( 1
NNNN ÍÍL - which implies )())(( 11 VfVfcla

-- ÍLN  and so 

))((=)(1 AfclVf a NN -L-
. Hence, )1(Vf -  is aLN -open in )),(,( XRtU which implies (ii). 

)(  )( viv Û  Let B  be a nano closed subset of ))(,( Y'R
tV . By,iv), 

)()))((()))((( 11 BclBffclBfclf a NNN ÍÍL -- .Hence, ))(()))(( 11 BclfBfcla NNN
-- Í-L  which 
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implies (v). Conversely let A  be a subset of ))(,( XRtU . Take )(= AfB . Then by (v), 

))).((())(()))(()( 111 AfclfBclfBfclAcl aa NNNN
--- ÍÍLÍL  Hence, ))(())(( AfclAclf a NN ÍL  which implies 

(iv).    
 

Theorem 4.3  Let ))(,())(,(: YXf 'RR tt VU ® . If f  is nano a continuous, then f  is nano aL

continuous.  Proof  Let V  be a nano closed subset of ))(,( Y'R
tV . Since f  is nano a -continuous, 

)(1 Vf -  is nano a -closed in ))(,( XRtU .    

Remark 4.4  Composition of two aLN continuous functions is not aLN continuous in general as 

shown by the following example.  

Example4.5  Let },,,{= dcbaU  with },{},,{{=/ dcbaRU  and }.,,{= cbaX  Then 

}},,{},,{,,{=)( dcbaXR UÆt . Let {1,2,3,4}=V  with }{3,4},{1,2},=/ 'RV  and {1,2}.=Y  

Then },,,{={1,2}}.,,{=)(' dcbaY
R

WUÆt  with }{},{},,{{=/ ' dbcaR
¢

W  and }.,{= baZ  Then 

}}.,,{},,{},{,,{=)(' cbacabZ
R

WÆ¢t  Define ))(,())(,(: YXf 'RR tt VU ®  by 

2.=)(1,=)(4,=)(3,=)( dfcfbfaf  Define ))(,())(,(: ' ZYg ''RR
tt WV ®  by 

(4).==(3),=(2),=(1) gdgcgag  Then f  and g  are both aLN -continuous. But 

))(,())(,(: ZXfg ''RR tt WU ®o  is not aLN continuous since },{=}),({)( 1 cbcafg -
o  which is 

not aLN -open in ))(,( XRtU . 

 

Applications: In this section the concept of aLN -connected spaces are introduced and their properties 

are studied. 

Definition 5.1 A nano topological space ))(,( XRtU  is said to be aLN -connected if U  cannot be 

written as a disjoint union of two non empty aLN -open sets of U .  

 

Theorem 2.2 For a nano topological space ))(,( XRtU , the following are equivalent:   

1.  ))(,( XRtU  is aLN connected.  

2.  The only subsets of U  which are both aLN open and aLN closed are Æ  and U .  

 

Theorem 2.3 Every aLN connected space is nano a  connected.  

Proof  Let ))(,( XRtU  be a aLN -connected space. Suppose )(,( XRtU  is not nano a connected. 

Then BAX È= , where A  and B  are disjoint non empty nano a -open sets in ))(,( XRtU . Since 

every nano a -open sets is aLN open, A  and B  are disjoint non empty nano a open sets in 

))(,( XRtU , a contradiction to the fact that ))(,( XRtU  is aLN connected. Hence ))(,( XRtU  is nano 

a -connected.   
 

Remark 2.4 The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem is not true in general.  

Example 2.5  Let },,,{= dcbaU  with }}{},,{},{{=/ dcbaRU  and }.,{= caX  Then 

}}.,,{},,{},{,,{=)( cbacbaXR UÆt  Then ))(,( XRtU  is a nano a  connected but not )( aLN

connected since },{},{= cbda ÈU  where },{ da  and },{ cb  are disjoint non-empty aLN -open sets 

in U . 
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Conclusion: Here we developed a generalized closed set in nano topology called NΛa-closed set and 
characterized its properties. Further we introduced a nano N Λa-continuous function. Apart from this 
we analyzed some properties of NΛa-connected spaces by using NΛa-closed sets with suitable examples. 
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